Pension Update – CSFA’s weekly round-up of public pension news and comment

Here is a weekly round-up of news and opinion on the pension issue. Stay informed on this important issue and pass these on to neighbors and colleagues.

**California Stories**

**Editorial: Taxpayers shouldn’t be on hook for pension fund stumbles** *(OC Register)*


**Concord to alter retiree benefits for future elected officials** *(Contra Costa Times)*


**OFFERING STATE-SPONSORED RETIREMENT ACCOUNTS TO PRIVATE-SECTOR WORKERS** *(Associated Press)*


**Calpers Pulls Back From Hedge Funds** *(Wall Street Journal)*


**National Stories**

**Two Tales of a City: How Detroit Transcended Ideology to Reform Pensions** *(Heartland)*

Bonds: A secret weapon for pension plans? *(Wall Street Journal)*


N.J. pension fund showing impressive returns *(NorthJersey.com)*


Pension Funds Should Take Care What They Wish for *(Barron's)*

http://online.barrons.com/news/articles/SB50001424053111904780504580047332416065738